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Abstract: The predominant step and pre-requisite in the analysis of scientific 
literature is the extraction of gene/protein names in biomedical texts. Though 
many taggers are available for this Named Entity Recognition (NER) task, we 
found none of them achieve a good state-of-art tagging for human 
genes/proteins. As most of the current text mining research is related to human 
literature, a good tagger to precisely tag human genes and proteins is highly 
desirable. In this paper, we propose a new hybrid approach based on i) machine 
learning algorithm (conditional random fields) ii) set of (manually constructed) 
rules, and iii) a novel abbreviation identification algorithm to surmount the 
common errors observed in available taggers to tag human genes/proteins. 
Experiment results on JNLPBA2004 corpus show that our domain specific 
approach achieves a high precision of 80.47, F-score of 75.77 and outperforms 
most of the state-of-the-art systems. However the recall of 71.60 still remains 
low and leaves much room for future improvement. 
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1 Introduction 

Biomedical Named Entity Recognition (NER) is an active research area that 
automatically identifies the various categories of biomedical entities such as proteins, 
genes, cell-line, cell-type etc. within a biomedical text (Krallinger and Valencia, 2005). 
The detection and categorisation of such bio-entities in text is the first step in information 
extraction and pre-requisite for other IE tasks such as relation extraction, scenario 
relation extraction etc. (Dingare et al., 2005). The commonly employed techniques  
for NER task includes (a) rule based systems (Brill, 1992; Tsuruoka et al., 2005)  
(b) dictionary based systems (Tanabe et al., 2005; Lie et al., 2006), (c) machine learning 
systems (Settles, 2004; Milka et al., 2004), and (d) hybrid approaches (Chun, 2005; 
Alias, 2008). For detailed review on the above techniques refer (Natarajan et al., 2005). 
Using the above techniques and methods various information extraction and text mining 
tools have already been implemented for bio-NER task. Some of the commonly used and 
freely available taggers include GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka et al., 2005), GENETAG 
((Tanabe et al., 2005), NLProt (Milka et al., 2004), ABNER (Settles, 2005) and 
BANNER (Leaman and Gonzalez, 2008). GENIA tagger identifies a biomedical entity 
through a series of NLP tasks namely, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, chunking (shallow 
parsing) and finally machine learning using maximum entropy (ME) models for  
bio-entity categorisation. NLProt is based on a machine learning technique called support 
vector machines (SVMs). GENETAG specifically tags gene/protein names by dictionary 
based partial matching of a gene/protein names with GenBank entries. Both ABNER and 
BANNER implement a machine learning system using conditional random fields (CRF) 
with a variety of orthographic and contextual features at its core to recognise the 
occurrence of bio-entities. 

On the other hand, the sequencing of the human genome marked the beginning of the 
genomics and proteomics era. Large-scale experiments involving thousands of human 
genes and proteins were conducted, resulting in a number of publications in this domain. 
Our preliminary evaluation on earlier five taggers (GENIA tagger, GENETAG, NLProt, 
ABNER and BANNER) on tagging human genes and proteins confirms a poorer state-of-
art tagging on medical abstracts describing human genes and protein names. For 
example, GENIA tagger highly fails to identify many common protein names 
themselves. NLProt is meant to mainly identify gene/protein names which could 
sometimes also lead to false reporting of a few non-protein entities as genes/proteins. 
GENETAG, being primitive of all four taggers, tags an identified biomedical entity as 
‘gene’ without any distinction between gene, protein, DNA, RNA, domain, complexes 
etc. Tagging performance of ABNER and BANNER are found to be comparatively better 
when compared to the rest, however, both miss many biological abbreviations which are 
the common features of biomedical abstracts. Thus, a tagger to accurately tag human 
genes and proteins is highly desirable. 

In addition, it is necessary to explore hybrid approaches that can incorporate 
additional features for accurate biomedical entity recognition as NER precedes other 
tasks including information extraction and text mining (Settles, 2005). In this paper, we 
propose a three-phase NER method which consists of machine learning algorithm (CRF) 
for initial tagging, a rule-based algorithm with a set of post-processing rules, and an 
additional abbreviation identification algorithm for tagging human genes/proteins.  
Figure 1 shows a general work flow of our system. 
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Figure 1 Overall architecture of the hybrid approach on proteins/genes recognition 

 

2 Materials and methods 

Our hybrid approach includes three processing steps: Conditional random fields (CRF) 
for initial learning and labelling, rule based tagging to improve the performance of initial 
tagging process by checking the specific patterns related to human proteins and genes, 
and a two stage abbreviation identification algorithm which resolves both short form and 
long form abbreviations. The details are described in the following sections. 

2.1 Conditional random fields 

Conditional random fields (CRF) are probabilistic frameworks for labelling and 
segmenting sequential data, which were first introduced by Lafferty et al. (2001). CRFs 
are undirected graphical models, trained to maximise the conditional probability meaning 
that they maximise p(y\x) directly, where x is the input sequence and y is the sequence of 
output labels. The partition function Z(x) is summed only over y to provide a proper 
conditional probability. 
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There are several good introductions to CRFs, such as Lafferty et al. (2001) and 
McCallum (2003). Like all supervised machine learning techniques, a CRF-based system 
must be trained on labelled data. We used the standard set of machine learning features 
primarily consist of orthographic and semantic features, described and used in ABNER 
(Settles, 2005) (Table 1). We used JLEX (http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~appel/modern/ 
java/JLex/) for text tokenisation and MALLET (http://mallet.cs.umass.edu/) for feature 
labelling and CRF model implementation. 
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2.2 Rule based tagging 

Any word with its assigned entity by CRF model is considered as a token set. The rule-
based tagging algorithm starts by slicing the token set into word and entity. The 
algorithm revisits individual token set against a set of new rules to bring in the changes 
as suggested. For post-processing and rule generation, a training set of 1000 biomedical 
abstracts related to humans were randomly retrieved from PubMed by using the keyword 
“Homo sapiens”. In order to find the common errors in human protein/gene name 
tagging, all the abstracts were tagged with five freely available and commonly used 
named entity taggers namely GENIA tagger (Tsuruoka et al., 2005), GENETAG (Tanabe 
et al., 2005), NLProt (Milka et al., 2004), ABNER (Settles, 2005) and BANNER 
(Leaman and Gonzalez, 2008). As the tagging format differs among the taggers, we 
modified the tagging outputs from the five named entity taggers to a simple uniform 
format. The output of a sample sentence with various taggers and the final simplified 
format is illustrated in Table 2. 
Table 1 List of features used in CRF model 

Feature About feature Regular Expression 
Initcaps First letter is in uppercase [A-Z]\w+ 
Initcapsalpha First letter is in uppercase. Second letter is in 

lowercase. 
[A-Z][a-z]\w+ 

All caps All letters are in uppercase [A-Z]+ 
Caps mix Mixture of uppercase and lowercase letters [A-Za-z]+ 
Has digit Protein name has a number in the middle \w+[0-9]\w+ 
Single digit Ranges from 0-9 [0-9] 
Double digit Two digit numbers [0-9][0-9] 
Natural numbers Any natural number [0-9]+ 
Real numbers Decimal numbers /numbers with comma [-0-9]+[.,]+[0-9.,]+ 
Has dash Protein name with dash in middle \w+ - \w+ 
Init dash First character is a dash - \w+ 
End dash Last character is a dash \w+ - 
Alphanumeric (starts with 
alphabet) 

Combination of alphabets and numbers. First 
character is an alphabet. 

\w+ [A-Za-z] \w+ [0-9] 
\w+ 

Alphanumeric (starts with 
number) 

Combination of alphabets and numbers. First 
character is a number. 

\w+ [0-9] \w+ [A-Za-z] 
\w+ 

Roman letter Any roman letter [IVXDLCM]+ 
Has Roman Any roman letter in the middle \w+ [IVXDLCM]+ \w+ 
Greek Any Greek letter \w+ [aßYÖE ] 
Has Greek Any Greek letter in middle \w+ [aßYÖE ] \w+ 
Punctuation Protein name with punctuation  

Note: \w+ - any number of characters. 
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Table 2 Output format of available NER taggers before and after PERL script 

 Word Base Form POS Chunk Named Entity 
 The The DT B-NP O 
 role role NN I-NP O 

of of IN B-PP O Tagged sentence by 
GENIA tagger viral viral JJ B-NP B-protein 
 kinases kinase NNS I-NP I-protein 
 in in IN B-PP O 
 herpesvirus herpesvirus NN B-NP O 
 latency latency NN I-NP O 
 is be VBZ B-VP O 
 less less RBR B-ADJP O 
 clear. clear. JJ I-ADJP O 
Tagged sentence by 
ABNER 

The|O role|O of|O viral|B-PROTEIN kinases|I-PROTEIN in|O herpesvirus|O 
latency|O is|O less|O clear|O .|O 

Tagged sentence by 
BANNER 

The role of <span class=“GENE”> viral kinases </span> in herpesvirus 
latency is less clear . 

Tagged sentence 
by GENETAG 

<output> <s i=“1”> The role of <ENAMEX TYPE=“GENE”>viral 
kinases</ENAMEX> in herpesvirus latency is less clear.</s></output> 

Tagged sentence by 
NLProt 

The role of <n>viral kinases</n> in herpesvirus latency is less clear. 

Simplified uniform format using Perl script 
ABNER BANNER GeneTag NLProt 
The|O The The The 
role|O role role role 
of|O of of of 

viral|B-PROTEIN viral|B GENE viral|B GENE viral|B-PROTEIN 
kinases|I-PROTEIN kinases|I GENE kinases|I GENE kinases|I-PROTEIN 

in|O in in in 
herpesvirus|O herpesvirus herpesvirus herpesvirus 

latency|O latency latency latency 
is|O is is is 

less|O less less less 
clear|O clear clear clear 

.|O    

Note: Variations in the annotation style of available NER taggers namely, GENIA 
tagger, ABNER, BANNER, GENETAG and NLProt are modified to simplified 
uniform format. 

Three domain experts from biology field manually compared the tagged tokens in the 
final uniform tagged output of Table 2 and highlighted the common tagging errors 
observed in any four of the above five taggers. For example, the word ‘position’ followed 
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by a numeric value is tagged as ‘protein’ by all the taggers except BANNER. It is 
illustrated in the following example. 

Example 1: 

Original sentence: Although substitution at position 9 and replacement at position 2 may 
influence the activity of GSK-3, they only have a minor effect on the selectivity. 

Tagging by earlier taggers: position|B-PROTEIN 9|I-PROTEIN  

Tagging after rule insertion: position|O 9|O 
In the similar way a list of 14 common tagging errors and inconsistencies were 

identified by domain experts in tagging human protein/gene names. Using the above 
information, we generated 14 new post-processing rules to correctly identify human 
protein/gene name mentions and incorporated above the CRF token set. The 14 
handcrafted rules are illustrated in Table 3. 
Table 3 List of hand crafted rules to overcome the common errors made by earlier taggers. 

Rule 1: Word ‘position’ followed by a numeric value is not a protein. 
Example sentence: Although substitution at position 9 and replacement at position 2 may 
influence the activity of GSK-3, they only have a minor effect on the selectivity. 
Tagging by earlier 
taggers: 

position | B-PROTEIN 9 | I-PROTEIN position | B-PROTEIN 2 | I-
PROTEIN 

Tagging after rule 
insertion: 

position | O 9 | O position | O 2 | O 

Rule 2: Any numeric value followed by an unit is not a protein. 
Example sentence: ZAK has two different isoforms, ZAK-alpha (91 kDa) and ZAK-beta  
(51 kDa). 
Tagging by earlier 
taggers: 

91 | B-PROTEIN kDa | I-PROTEIN 51 | B-PROTEIN kDa | I-
PROTEIN 

Tagging after rule 
insertion: 

91 | O kDa | O 51 | O kDa | O 

Rule 3: Chemical processes such as ‘phosphorylation’ are not proteins. 
Example sentence: Pathological hypertrophy is commonly induced by activation of protein 
kinases phosphorylating class II histone deacetylases (HDACs) and desuppression of 
transcription factors, such as nuclear factor of activated T cell (NFAT). 
Tagging by earlier taggers phosphorylating | B-PROTEIN  
Tagging after rule insertion: phosphorylating |O  
Rule 4: Identification of few specific human proteins such as ‘tau’, ‘phox’ ‘caspase’ ‘amyloid-
beta’, etc. 
Example sentence: These two enzymes are responsible for most of the hyperphosphorylation of 
the microtubulebinding protein tau, a feature observed in the brains of patients with Alzheimer’s 
disease and other neurodegenerative ‘taupathies’. 
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Table 3 List of hand crafted rules to overcome the common errors made by earlier taggers 
(continued) 

Tagging by earlier taggers: tau | O  
Tagging after rule insertion: tau | B-PROTEIN  
Rule 5: Biomarkers such as ‘OX42’ belongs to ‘OTHERS’ entity type. 
Example sentence: Using ICC of a specific microglial marker, OX42, we observed morphologic 
changes in activated microglia after fMLP treatment. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: OX42 | B-PROTEIN  
Tagging after rule insertion: OX42 | O  
Rule 6: Certain lipid such as PG-E belongs to ‘OTHERS’ entity type. 
Example sentence: PG-E(1) and SNP strongly inhibited p42 and p38 MAPK phosphorylation as 
well as CD40L and CD62P expression in response to thrombin, a thromboxane A(2) analog, and 
ADP. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: PG-E | B-PROTEIN  
Tagging after rule insertion: PG-E | O  
Rule 7: Inhibitory concentration, ICB is not a protein. 
Example sentence: The 50 percent inhibitory concentrations (ICB(50B)) of the extract for 
collagen, thrombin and ADP-induced platelet aggregation were 45.3+/-2.6, 100+/-5.6 and 
110+/-4.6mug/ml, respectively. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: I CB | B-PROTEIN ( | I-PROTEIN 50 | I-PROTEIN B | I-

PROTEIN 
Tagging after rule insertion: ICB | O ( | O 50 | O B | O 
Rule 8: Channel blockers - a class of drugs are non-proteins. 
Example sentence: We hypothesised that nifedipine, an L-type Ca(2+) channel blocker, inhibits 
Ca(2+) calmodul independent kinase II (CaMKII) and NFAT, thereby inhibiting pathological 
hypertrophy. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: L-type | B-PROTEIN Ca | I-PROTEIN ( | I-PROTEIN 2 | I-

PROTEIN + | I-PROTEIN ) | I-PROTEIN channel | I-
PROTEIN blocker | O 

Tagging after rule insertion: L-type | O Ca | O ( | O 2 | O + | O ) | O channel | O blocker | 
O 

Rule 9: A non-protein term ‘cytosolic subunit’. 
Example sentence: This conclusion was further supported by the finding that IL-10 inhibited 
LPS-induced translocation of the cytosolic subunit of NADPH oxidase p47(phox) to the 
membrane. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: cytosolic | B-PROTEIN subunit | I-PROTEIN 
Tagging after rule insertion: cytosolic |O subunit | 
Rule 10: Molecular markers are non-proteins. 
Example sentence: Analysis of the expression of molecular markers of LVH, such as atrial 
natriuretic peptide (ANP), revealed a blunted increase in the level of ANP in ob/ob mice as 
compared to C57BL/6J mice. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: molecular | B-PROTEIN markers | I-PROTEIN 
Tagging after rule insertion: molecular | O markers | O 
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Table 3 List of hand crafted rules to overcome the common errors made by earlier taggers 
(continued) 

Rule 11: Partially unidentified human proteins. 
Example sentence: Activated microglia can induce expression of inducible nitric-oxide synthase 
(iNOS) and release significant amounts of nitric oxide (NO) and TNF-alpha, which can damage 
the dopaminergic neurons. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: inducible | O nitric-oxide | B-PROTEIN synthase | I-

PROTEIN 
Tagging after rule insertion: inducible | B-PROTEIN nitric-oxide | I-PROTEIN synthase 

| I-PROTEIN 
Rule 12: A ‘Protein-Non protein’ pair is not a protein. 
Example sentence: Collagen activated ATP release and thrombin-induced intracellular 
CaP(2+P) concentration were reduced in BSAE-treated platelets. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: thrombin-induced | B-PROTEIN intracellular | I-

PROTEIN CaP | I-PROTEIN ( | I-PROTEIN 2+ | I-
PROTEIN P | I-PROTEIN ) | I-PROTEIN 

Tagging after rule insertion: thrombin-induced | O intracellular | O CaP | O ( | O 2+ | O 
P | O ) | O 

Rule 13: Any gene name followed by a non-protein term is not a protein. 
Example sentence: Thus, our work reveals viral kinase-dependent regulation of 
gammaherpesvirus latency and illuminates a novel link between H2AX, a component of a tumor 
suppressor DDR network, and in vivo latency of a cancer-associated gammaherpesvirus. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: tumor | B-PROTEIN suppressor | I-PROTEIN DDR | I-

PROTEIN network | I-PROTEIN 
Tagging after rule insertion: tumor | O suppressor | O DDR | O network | O 
Rule 14: Possibility of multiple proteins separated by the keyword ‘and’ or any separator. 
Example sentence: Parkinson’s disease (PD) through over-activation of microglia, which 
consequently causes the excessive production of proinflammatory and neurotoxic factors, and 
impacts surrounding neurons and eventually induces neurodegeneration. 
Tagging by earlier taggers: proinflammatory | O and | O neurotoxic | B-PROTEIN 

factors | I-PROTEIN 
Tagging after rule insertion: proinflammatory | B-PROTEIN and | I-PROTEIN neurotoxic 

| I-PROTEIN factors | I-PROTEIN 

Note: Key errors made by the earlier taggers and a set of hand crafted rules are listed 
in this table. Common errors by earlier taggers are overcome by rule insertion. 

2.3 Abbreviation identification algorithm 

The second type of post-processing in our hybrid approach is the abbreviation resolution 
(Sohn et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2009). Abbreviations are widely and commonly used in 
biomedical text (Sohn et al., 2008). For example, “Mitogen-activated protein (MAP) 
kinase or MAP (Mitog en-activated protein) kinase” specify the same human protein 
kinase namely MAP kinase. Manual checking of all the five taggers’ token set confirms 
their inability in locating the abbreviations appearing repeatedly in biomedical texts. For 
example, BANNER left the abbreviation resolution as its future work (Leaman and 
Gonzalez, 2008). Various approaches have been proposed to automatically identify the 
abbreviation and its definition in a biomedical abstracts (Xu et al., 2009; Schwartz and 
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Hearst, 2003; Park and Byrd 2001). We introduce a hybrid abbreviation identification 
algorithm by combining the features of two existing algorithms (Schwartz and Hearst, 
2003; Park and Byrd 2001). 

We believe that the first occurrence of any abbreviation appears within a pair of 
braces next to the corresponding technical term in a biomedical text. We mention these 
common technical terms as ‘definition’. The algorithm consists of two levels of 
abbreviation-definition matching. We interchangeably use the terms short form (SF) for 
abbreviation and long form (LF) for its definition. SF-LF pair is initially predicted by the 
adjacency to parentheses (e.g. tyrosine hydroxylase (TH)). Consequently the algorithm is 
triggered. Number of characters in SF decides the number of preceding words to be 
retrieved in the first level matching (e.g. abbreviation ‘TH’ retrieves two preceding 
words ‘tyrosine hydroxylase’) (Schwartz and Hearst, 2003). Characters matching 
between SF and retrieved words run from right to left. The order of matching the 
characters in SF with the retrieved words must not change, though the position of the 
character in a word is not fixed. Also the first character of both must match always. 

Next, we use the hybrid text mining based algorithm (Park and Byrd 2001) when the 
match between SF and LF is unsuccessful in the first level. It is highly applicable for 
relatively short abbreviations (from two to four characters) and for long abbreviations 
(five or more characters). Maximum number of definition words possible for a SF should 
not be greater than twice the number of SF characters in case of short abbreviations and 
not more than the sum of abbreviation length plus five for long abbreviations having five 
or more characters. We refer the maximum length of words as 

| | min(| | 5, | | *2)Max WD ABBR ABBR= +  

Figure 2 Flowchart for abbreviation identification algorithm 
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3 Results and discussions 

3.1 Datasets and evaluation 

Our CRF training/testing is based on two corpora i) JNLPBA2004 dataset which consists 
of 2000 training abstracts retrieved from MEDLINE using the MeSH terms “human”, 
“blood cells” and “transcription factors” and 404 test abstracts retrieved from MEDLINE 
and half of them are from the same domain as the training data and the other half of them 
are from the super-domain of “blood cells” and “transcription factors” (Kim et al., 2004). 
ii) BioCreAtivE 2004 task 1A dataset which consists of 15000 training sentences and 
5000 test sentences (Yeh et al., 2005). Our first corpus JNLPBA2004 is related to human 
literature. However rules created for one corpus tend to not generalise well to other 
corpora (Lie et al., 2006). So, we included our second corpus as BioCreAtivE 2004 task 
1A, which consists of general MEDLINE abstracts related to non-human literature. 

We conducted experiments with two data sets on our hybrid approach to evaluate 
how much we can improve the recognition performance by using the domain specific 
rule based tagging method described in Section 2.2. and abbreviation identification 
algorithm described in Section 2.3. Performance is measured via the commonly used 
criteria precision, recall, and the F-measure. The definition of these performance 
measures is given by Equation (1) to (3) respectively. 

/ ( )precision TP TP FP= +  (1) 

/ ( )recall TP TP FN= +  (2) 

- 2 / ( )F measure x precision x recall precision recall= +  (3) 

where TP refers to the number or proportion of protein/gene entities that were correctly 
identified by the system; FN refers to the number or proportion of protein/gene entities 
that the system failed to identify; and FP refers to the number or proportion of 
protein/gene entities that were incorrectly identified by the system. 

Table 4 shows the results of evaluation on the JNLPBA2004 (Supplementary data 1)1 
and BioCreAtivE2004 task 1A test data sets (Supplementary data 2).2 The experimental 
results show that our hybrid approach achieves the improved recognition results in 
JNLPBA corpus with F-score of 75.77 when compare to the base line CRF F-score of 
72.6. The post-processing rules and the abbreviation identification algorithm contribute 
an increase in F-score of 2.34 and 2.87 respectively and an overall F-score of 3.17. 
However in BioCreAtivE 2004 task 1A data set, we noticed that there is a not much 
increase in F-score and our hybrid system achieves the F-score of 78.87 when compare to 
the CRF base line F-score of 78.70. 

It needs to be pointed out again that JNLPBA2004 corpus is based on human 
literature, while BioCreative2004 task 1A corpus is related to general MEDLINE 
abstracts and not related to humans. However, in our hybrid approach the post-processing 
rules are generated specific to recognise human proteins and genes. Our experimental 
results on JNLPBA2004 and BioCreative2004 task 1A datasets show that the quality of 
biomedical NER systems can vary by organism and exploitation of additional domain 
specific rules may be a promising method to further improve the recognition 
performance. For example, our post processing rules correctly tags the human proteins 
missed by other taggers such as ‘tau’, ‘phox’, ‘caspase’ etc., and non-protein terms 
incorrectly tagged as proteins such as ‘5 kDa’, ‘Ox42’, ‘PG-E,’ etc. This rule definition 
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class significantly improves the F-score to 74.94 when compared to CRF baseline F-
score of 72.6 on JNLPBA2004 corpus. The increase in F-score clearly indicates the 
feasibility of our rule induction algorithm in tagging the human protein/gene terms. 
Table 4 Evaluation of hybrid approach for human proteins/genes recognition on two standard 

corpora 

Evaluation data set Recall (%) Precision (%) F-score (%) 
JNLPBA test corpus (404 abs) 

– CRF base line 77.8 68.1 72.6 
– CRF + rule 70.67 79.73 74.94 
- CRF + abbreviation 71.29 80.17 75.47 
- CRF + rules + abbreviation 71.60 80.46 75.77 

Biocreative Task1A test corpus (5000 sentence) 
– CRF base line 75.46 82.23 78.70 
– CRF + rule 75.36 82.61 78.82 
- CRF + abbreviation 75.46 82.54 78.84 
- CRF + rules + abbreviation 75.51 82.53 78.87 

Note: Recall, Precision and F-score values on two standard corpora, JNLPBA and 
Biocreative Task1A test data sets. 

Abbreviation identification algorithm is an additional successful feature of our hybrid 
approach to assign more accurate entity for abbreviations when compared to earlier 
taggers. The first level simple matching of abbreviation-definition pair is successful in 
identifying most pairs of abbreviations and the corresponding definitions. Non-protein 
abbreviations tagged as ‘protein’ such as BSAE, TAC and protein abbreviations missed by 
other taggers such as ESR, EGF, LHR are successfully identified by our abbreviation 
identification algorithm. Likewise short abbreviations (e.g. TH) and long abbreviations 
(e.g. CRALBP) are spotted correctly. Protein abbreviations combining capital and small 
letters such as CDKs, MKKs are also being effectively identified. The ability of 
abbreviation identification algorithm to perform a second level in depth search on 
abbreviation - definition pairing is highly successful when the abbreviation identification 
fails in the first level. Protein abbreviations such as ROCK, AMPK are identified 
accurately by the advanced second level abbreviation - definition matching. The 
inclusion of abbreviation class increases the overall F-score to 75.77 on JNLPBA2004 
corpus and thus validates the viability and necessity of the abbreviation identification 
algorithm. 

3.2 Comparisons 

We made a comparison of our hybrid approach with three CRF-based methods trained 
and tested on JNLPBA2004 corpus having best results available and known to us to the 
best of our knowledge: (Settles, 2004; Yang et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009). Settles (Settles, 
2004) is the top system from the competition of JNLPBA2004 shared task used CRF as 
the main framework of machine learning model and the configuration is same as our 
CRF base-line system. Yang et al. (2008) exploited three kinds of additional contextual 
cues: bracket pairs, heuristic syntax structure, and interaction words cues to improve the 
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baseline CRF recognition performance. Li et al. (2009) used two-phase CRF approach to 
identify biomedical entities, in which the recognition task is divided into two subtasks: 
Named Entity Detection (NED) and Named Entity Classification (NEC) task. Table 5 
shows the overall performance of all the four systems on JNLPBA2004 test dataset. 
Surprisingly, all three hybrid systems including ours achieve the similar F-score of 
around 75.0 and outperforms the baseline CRF system by around 5% increase in the  
F-score. On closer look on precision and recall values our system achieves the higher 
precision value of 80.46 when compare to 72.01 of Li et al. (2009) and 73.0 of Yang  
et al. However, recall of our system 71.60 is relatively lower when comparing to 76.76 of 
Li et al. and 77.2 of Yang et al. (2008). 
Table 5 Comparisons with the top three CRF systems in JNLPBA2004 

System Method Recall (%) Precision (%) F-score (%) 
Ours (hybrid approach) CRF+Rule+abbreviation 71.60 80.46 75.77 
Li et al. (2009) Two-phase CRF 76.76 72.01 74.31 
Yang et al. (2008) CRF+ contextual cues 77.2 73.0 75.0 
Settles (2004) CRF base line 70.3 69.3 69.8 

Note: Hybrid approach vs. available CRF systems in JNLPBA2004. 

It is obvious from the above results that our domain specific post-processing rules and 
the abbreviation identification algorithm give a very high precision (around 80%), but 
still low recall (around 72 %) and leaves much room for future improvement. A two-
phase CRF combined with contextual cues, abbreviation expansion with domain specific 
post-processing rules will give state-of-art results in biomedical named entity task, which 
will be the topic of interest for future research. 

4 Conclusion 

Over the past 12 years, the task of named entity extraction in the biomedical domain has 
attracted considerable amount of research and a number of successful systems with 
accuracies of around 75% have been reported. However, due to its own specialised 
terminology and complex naming conventions, the task of identifying biomedical named 
entities still remains as a challenging one when compared to the newswire domain with 
accuracies of over 90% that have been developed and reported. In this paper, we 
described a hybrid approach for human proteins/genes names recognition using CRF 
model combined with additional annotation rules and abbreviation identification 
algorithm. We achieved an F-score of 75.77%, which is nearly equivalent to two other 
hybrid systems which uses two phase CRF with F-score of 74.7 and CRF and contextual 
cues F-score of 75.0 on JNLPBA2004 corpus. While our system achieves a higher 
precision of 80.46% others achieve a higher recall of 77.2. Future work, on a two-phase 
CRF model combined with contextual cues, abbreviation expansion and domain specific 
post-processing rules may give state-of-art results in biomedical domain comparable to 
newswire domain. 
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Notes 
1 Supplementary data 1 – Evaluation on JNLPBA 2004 corpus: Output from the hybrid 

approach is available in the executable format for NLPBA corpus http://biomining-
bu.in/NERDATA/Supplementary_ data_1.ans 

2 Supplementary data 2 – Evaluation on BioCreAtivE 2004 Task 1A corpus: Output from the 
hybrid approach is available in the executable format for BioCreAtivE corpus 
http://biomining-bu.in/NERDATA/Supplementary_data_2.in where Max\WD\ is the 
maximum number of words to be retrieved, and \ABBR\ is the number of characters in a SF 
(Park and Byrd 2001). The algorithm utilises this approach to retrieve LF with maximum 
possible words and performs a second level of match between SF-LF. An approach to locate 
SF appearing in multiple locations in the same abstract can resolve its meaning in a 
biomedical text (Sohn et al., 2008). The algorithm further expands to locate repetition of SF 
within the abstract to change the entity to one previously confirmed. Figure 2 shows the flow 
chart of our hybrid abbreviation identification algorithm. 

 


